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The last ten annual Gallup Polls oh education have concluded'that

student discipline is the concern held most Oequently about U.S. education.

Over the past fifteen years, in excess of two hundred books, articles', and

papers have been published in the United.States alone dealing.with various

aspects of student discipline. Ae_the,same time, however, there appears to.'

be very little reseafch-based objective information available to indicate

'what student discipline, problems are actually being faced by educators in

'the field.

The purpose of this paper is to present the findings of a study con-
.

.ducted by the authors to determine the following:

1. What specificIstudent behaviors are perceived by teachers and

administrators to be probleMs in student discipline as

to other kinds of problems?

How frequently do these identified discipline problems occur in

opposed'

Indiana schools? -

How serious do teachers and administrators perceive the identified

.student dTscipline problems to be?

4. -How much do the identified discipline problems interfere with the

4

learning environment as perceived by teachers and administrators.

The,findings of the study are limited to Indiana public secondary schools

and, should not be generalized to wider Populations' on the basis of this survey

alone.

e

Related Literature

Probably the most authoritative study, on student, discipline in the United

States during this century is the work by,Wickman (1929.) done in the Minneapolis

and Cl eland school systems. ,Halkompiled a, list offifty specific obserVed
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undesirable student behaviors, coll$cting'data on frequency of occurrence

and .on level of perceived seriousness from teachers_in those school systems.

pickman's.work-remains to this day one of very few empirical studies dealing

with student discipline.

An extensive libraty and comppter search of -more Current educational

literatdre7resulted in a great-many items dealing intone way or another with

Alle'broad construct of student discipline. ,Unfortunately, almost all of the

publicationsmerely ref betted the tenets of pSYchological or learning theories

or the personal experiences of the-writers.. Many of the works cited only a .

few specific student misbehaviors orcategories of misbehaviors, suggesting
+4

possible strategies f dr coping with such problems. Other publicatiAs Offered

general strategies'for teachers to use in dealing with or avoiding unspecified

student discipline problems.. The.cilations which follow were select4 to

,

present a representative picture of the types of works that have been

lished.in recent years on this'Subject,

In a series of articles on :discipline, the National Education Pi4sotla-

tio0 41969') pregents a number of hypothetical classroom'incidents or dis-

probleMs. A "typical incident" is given, followed by an analys'ts'''

and proposed solirtion offered by an authoratative individual. There 'is no.

. effort to ascertain'alat:behaviots actually exist or how they are perceived

by teachers but rather the assumption is made that the behaviors treattd are

representative of problems in the field. .

Sail 'thee treatment of disciplie behaviors is a Self-Directive Day
\-

as described by Colver and Richter (1971). 'During Self-Directive 510, a.

student siqns-a "contract" in which he agrees to attend all scheduled classes

and homeroom, obey all laws, refrain frpmvanaalism, smoking, the misuse of

drugs, and other activities which might be.disrunr tive-,to the education process.

c,.
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Stiavelli and Sykes (1972) desEribe afgpidance clinic program based on

behavior modificatiOn theory and positive reinforcement established to pro-

vide an alternative to the routine procedure for dealing with disruptive

students, primarily impUlsive anger. This is the only discipline behavior'

discussed since the thrust of their article deals with the treatment rather

than the problem.

Mikulsky (1976) presents a very detailed, annotated bibliography on

discipline in the schools HoWever, the fi(ie topic areas hecovers: (4 the

relationship b ween discipline and learning; (2) attitudes toward behavior

problbis and discipline;(3) corporal punishment; (4) the role ofthe discip-

linarian; and (5) solutions to di4-tipline problems (including behavior modifi;-

catioDs, the role of the teacher and-prog(rams and systems for improving dis-

.cipline), do not include works identifying the specific discipline behaviors

of which the five areas are concerned. In addition, in the entire work there

are only two references. which deal With the identification and ranking of a

/quantity of behaviors an terms of their seriousness and importance.

Hollomon (1976) askeji teachers to list and describe .in descending order,

no more than three behaviors they perceived to be most unacceptable in .the

classroom. Those behaviors requested werejo be only those which interferred

with the teacher; The teachers were also asked to describe, in descending

'order, no more than three techniques they judged to be most effective in

_dealing with the three behaviors.
I

The NationalAducation Association (1976) conducted a nationwide survey

of public school teachers to determine what teachers feel about discipline

and violende in the-schools. The survey showed that student violence and

physical attacks on teachers were two of the more important problems. Other i,.

behaviors soncerning teachers were impertinence and discourtesty,%theft

(
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,
ft

(small), destruction of school theft (large), carrying dangerods

- weapons, and rape. The report gave,,,the results of the frequency of occurrence

for these behaviors but did not list what other behaviors were identified.

T 1

Lambert (1976) dtscussesfiehgvior c? nits used in an urban-rural area of

five secondary schoo/S-as,substitutes for suspension.° Some misbehaviors
0

.which can lead ft placement in the behavior clinic are: truancy, fighting,

dte of obscene language, smoking, and disrespeFtf4ness. By means of two

rating scales, one.for teachers and one for students, she determined that both

students and teachers felt that. the behavlor clinics ,re generally-.worthwhile

0

'nd beneficIal.

Griggs (1977) concludes an article on classroom management with_nine

principles she advocates as being essential to helping student's become dis,

plined. Without-Serious question the principles are important, Avell-,

fouhded on psycholdgic0principles, and reflect a teacher's desiretoOden-.

,tify means of successfully copinglith disdipline problems in the classroom.

However, the article proposes a treatment for general discipline problems

not identified by the/Author.

Sanders (1977) offers another work advocating the importance of class-

room disCipline and offers suggestions that may be helpful to, teachers

facing discipline problems in general.

PU015 must be taught discipline, the author discusses ways of mod

classroom environment and suggests ways to direct and encourage

.

Proceeding on the assumption (that

acceptable behavior.

p

the

pils to

Gorton (1977) offers some_means of handling discipline-problems with.

inonpunitive Measures such as: involving all available pupil-services per-

sdnnel, behavior modification, and-alternative education programs such as

1

.work -study programs or special classes. Gorton describes othelapproaches



.
such as a student ombudsman, grievance committee t6 hear ajid take action on

students' concerns about their school, "crisis rooms" to help students calm

,v-

down prior to returning to the classroom, Gorton doesn't say.tWat these

types of measures will eliminate-biscipline probleMs, but he does feel that,

properly implemented, they could eventually reduc the misbehavior,

Eckbreth (1978T cites problems site feels are most common in the secondary

schools, among them are: excessive talkint] in Class, attention-getting

actions, Students fighting or threatening to pidichather students, stuidents

insulting-or being.rUie to others; and habitual "tardiness.

Nickerson (1978) deals with the.studentas an individual and discusses

the role of.the .schools, making the assumption.aat Ifschools become more

personal places the anarchy faund-in those sChools will disappear. In his

opinion, the problem can be ri6hted if thefemphasis,is changed to the needs

of the indi 'dual student from what'iS being tau6ht
t

,,the mechanics of opera-
.

tkakjthe'building itself', or other objectives. ,

'A Behavioral Attitude Change (BACYprogram is, discussed by.F/ichs, Fee
4

and Reid (1978). ,.;.Dealing with diSruptive classroomhbehavior, lack of moti-

vation, chronic truancy from school or clasS, lack of self-control, and

other similar.0-oblems, the article describes the intracies of the BAC pro-

gram as it attempts to deal wi tudent behaviOn modicication..

GlaAer (1978) offers 10 steps to 'good'diScipline in the schools, stressing

that is steps will only work in 0 School,Where "people Would normally choose ,

to be - in the school whi is continually striving to be a -good,plaoe".:' He

explains that a good place is one when, g administrators Support and participate
. 8.4

in 'an approach to discipline that teaches self-responsibility.

One of the most exhausin and informative citations-reviewed was a report

by Feliihuen (19781 which deals with behavior problems in the secondary schools:
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-The work was an effort to review and clarify the problems, identify pauses,

and examine prograMs.and procedures for remediating or preventing such hehavior.'

However, throughout the entire work, there are only slight' references tb the''
. ,, N .

type\s and extent of behaviors to beJound.ln the schools.' The central theme

in most of the collected cases reviewed's-that of student violence, either',

toward people or,property. *There are references to other behaviors as part

of the overall problem; but the particular issue most often cited as the

serious one is that of violence.

One of the few works which does deal with a rather extensive listing of
t

)

behavioral prOblems as well asltreatmehtsois Dobon, Dobson, and Kinkaid (1971)/

Their, study hypothesizes- that junior high school students and teachers differed

in their perceptions of disciplinary problems and in the prescriptions of treat-

ment for students' who exhhit such behavioral problems. By means-of a list

of 32 behayiors based primarily'on Wickman (1929), their, findings! indiCated

that teachers viewed defacing school property, petty thievery, physical attack

on teachers, truancy, general rudenessand cheating on assignments.and/Or

tests as the most serious of the items listed. Junf high boys viewed smoking,

cruelty or bullying, defacing school property, cheating on 'class assignments

and/or tests, and committing petty thievery as the most serious.. Junior high

girls viewed defacing school property, cheating on class assignments, smoking,

1

,
..,_ .

truancy, and committing petty thievery as the most serious.- The differences
,

.

between students.and teachers regardiiric; treatments for behaviors was obvious
....

' 4

, with teachers prescribing more desirable treatments fbr discipline problems.'

In terms of-the current study, this citation was one of the most valuable

since it was one of the few Which even approach an empirical Wort to determine

perceptions and identifiCation of specific student discipline problems.

Thompson (1976) argues-that a very serious difference exists between

those behavior's which are legitimate discipline problems (i.e. real) and those

8



behaviors Which are merely perceived by the teacher to be dIscipline problems,.

He eontends that not only are many physiological and psychological' problems.

of students incorrectly being dealt -with as disciplIne problems, he even

argues that too much distipline in the classroom is counterproductive. Thompson's

thesis that `teachers shoulg learn to differentiate between real and per -

d scipline problems.'

Rationale

Of all the works reviewed, only Wickman 929) and Dobson (101) pre-: t

'' 4
sented detailed-lists of empirjcally based spe ific.Student misbehaviors

actually occuring the schools,' Of.those two tudjes,'the more authori7

qative was Wickman's which is now,approximately fifty years-old. Dobson's

work, albeit well done, could not be generaliZed beyond his ;pecific study

group in a unior 'high school in Florida and,further, simply selected thirty-
.

'two of Wickman's original list of undesirablv. behaviors. Clearly, a more

rent list of student miSbef havidrs is lacking in the. literature. The first

objective of this study, therefore, was to generate a new list of student mis-

behaviors based on current educational literature and validated-by educational

theoreticians and 'pr'actitionert in the field.

0
Thompson (1976) very convincingly argues that not all undesirable

student behavidi-sFan be justifiablY regarded as`AisciplAne problems. He

contends that .there--are tWILtypes of discipline problems: real end perceived,

presumablyreal being a subset tf perceived. Realizing that philosophically

and psychologically this is a very strong_ argument, one must still accept the

fact that it is tAe practitioner on'the line and not the theoretician who

'must deal 'with ttudent behavior on a da -day basis. This obvious paradox.

.ga e,rise,to the second objective of the study which was to determine which

9



of those undesirable student behiviors- are perceived by teachers and admin-
.

istratorscto-be discipline:Problems.

Once having identified a 'student misbehavior as a dispiineprobTem

whither real orlberely perceived, then the obvious questiOnS arise: HOW

often does it occur? If, or when, it: dojs occur, how sejious is" the problem

perceived to be? If, or when, it does occur, how much does the behaVior

interfere with the.learning environment?

Methodology

The. list of student misbehaviots whiCh formed the bat-is.for the instru-

ment was collected durin2-theliterature search. The initial list was °a

eomPil Qarof all those.statements by the reviewed authors which :delineated
. -

studgt behaviors, mannerisms, or characteristics viewed as causing concern or

upr&slY "tedas disciplinary ih-nature. This initial list was luiteixten7
A 1

sive and contained a large number of obvious duplicationt as well as items

'-which could hardly be. interpreted as discipline prOblems. The,list Was edited

to remove those duplicated items as well as to. impr:oVe thexlarlty of the .re-

tained items.

V
1-.1!! revised list, was submltted to a' panel of experts consisting Of eight

.scholars and administrat Ts from both the university and s.econdary school.
7

levefls.--' The panel members were specifically instructed. not to,determine which

... r.

items_were.injact discipline probleTto but rather were to judge whether the

i
'items were undesirable'student behaviors whibi were of concern to educators.

Add4tionally, they were asked to review the litt for duplications and

guit%t- and to determinewhether any further Items were needed. The result 'of

,the-foregoihg proiess was a validated list of 101 student misbehaviors which
,,

e

are
. .

\
eral.phcern to educators. It does not. rep tent solely a list,Tof

,
) -

!-%

n
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student discipline problems,'but rather includes discipline problems among

other typeS of misbehaviors.

" The list of student misbehaviors was then incorporateeinto an instru-

ment in two sections. Section one consists,of a letter tt) the respondent

explaining the purpose of the study and a biographical'data.section which

includes:. sex of respondent, type .size Of school, highest 'degree'

- held, grades taught, major subject area, type of position held, aid years of

. 4
'experience. Section two includes set of instructions followed by.the vali7

dated list of student misbehaviors ItiLi.th spaces provided for the required re-

sponses.

The instructions indicate that the respondent is,to go through the list

of student -behaviors and check those items'he perceives to be discipline

problems (Part A). He is'then asked to go through the list a second time and

rate each previously checked item three areas: frequency of occurrence

(Part Bl), level of seriousness (Part B2), and degree of interference (Part B3).

The rating scales are as follows:,

Frequency of 0Clurence Part B 1:

0 Never observed
1 Once or more in 'semester
2 Once or more monthly
3 Once or more weekly °

4 Once or more daily,

Level of Seriousness - Part B 2:

O. Not concerned
1, Slightly concerned
2 Moderately concerned
3 Very concerned
4 Extremely concerned

Degree of Interference - Part B 3:

0 Doesn't interfere
1 Disturbs only one or two students
2 Disturbs surrounding students
3 Temporarily distracts entire class
4 Class must be stopped until situation is corrected
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.
The completed instrument is entitled "Survey of Discipline froblem

Behaviors in Indiana Secondary Schools," copyriciht 1979, by Purdue Research

.
Foundation.

A stratified random sample of all secondary level teachers an

trators in Indiana was selected to-receive the survey instrumen

adminis-

During the

first week,of February a total of 1086 copies of the anonymous-but-coded in-

strument along with stamped, self-adoWessed envelopes we're mailed. Three

weeks later a follow-up letter Was mailed'to all those persons-who had not

returned the completed instrument. After a total-of five weeksi-310 usable

surveys had been returned.

The instruments were then coded and transferred to data cards. Thy

.:Statistical Package for.; the Social Science (SPSS) was utilized to analyze

the data'. For the purpose of this specific paper, only the frequencies pro,,

graafwas utilized. Because of the exploratory nature'a'f this preliminary

study, no specific hypothesis - "testing was done and simple descriptive "data

are presented in this paper.

Findings

0fith4101 student misbehaviors, only 47 were,pecceived to be discipline

problems by a majority of the teachers responding-to the survey (N=248, see

Table 9). ,ThR percentage of teachers perceiving various behaviors to be dis-

cipline' roblems ranged from 12.1 percent for student activism (underground

newspapers; agitation, ,tc.) to 79.4 percent ,for ambivalence, (Table 1).,

For the administrators responding (N=25) the percentages ranged from

percent for such behaviors assulking and tattling to 92.0 percent for absen-
t

teeism (truancy);(rable 2). Even though both the lowest apd highest percen-

tages were given by administrators, Only 46 behaviors were perceived by over

50 percent of the administrators 'responding to be problems in discipline,

(Table. 9).
4 12
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Table 1 b.

. ( .. .

,

. .

Behaviors-Percei.. ved to be Discipline Problems by Highest Percentage of Teachers >/.

,,,

'Rank

N=248

.

Behavior ( *X

i

Perceiving
be-gyjoline .

s.

1

2

.

,
.- to

Ambivalence (doesn't care attitude) 79.4.

: ViAdalism to-school property (cutting, breaking,
.

A. marring marking) .

. 76:6.

3
.

Clowning/felish behavior
,

.
-73.0

4 Disrespectful toward school personnel jinsults,. 4:1

rudeness, etc.) .

72.a

5 Tardiness to class , .
70.6

6 Abusing privileges (hall, bath room, office, etc.). 70.2 .

r Cheating in class (on tests, projects, classwork,-etc.). 69.4 1
7-8 L Not paying attention in class or trying not to learn - 69.4.

9 . Infraction of school rules/policies ,' 67.7

10 Failing to bring books, paper, etc. 67.3 .

-.161 'Student activism (underground newspapers, agitation, etc.) 12.1
0

Table 2.

.

Behaviors Perceived to be Discipline Problems by Highest Percentage of Administrators
N=25

4 % Perceiving.

Rank ,Behavior to be Discipline

1 Absenteeism (truancy)
2 Tardiness to class

1, Skipping class
. Tardiness to school

3 -6 Infraction of school rules/policies
Vandalism to schofkl property (cutting, breaking,
marring, marking, etc.)t

r Destroying own or other's property
7-8 L Smoking,.chewing tobadco in any form

Abusing privileges (hall, bathroom, office, etc.)r
9-10 'Smoking marijuana (before school)

Rejection of normal means, not ends

98-101
Rejection of values by demeanor
Suspicious of teacher/others
Tattling

,13

92.0
88.0
84.0
$4.0
84.0

84-0
80.0
80.0
76.0
76.0

16..0

16.0
16.0
16.0
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. An examination f Tables 1 and 2 reveaTs an interesting, if not_surprising,\

difference in those'items perceived to be discipline problems by'the largest

_percentge§oiachers and administrators. As one might expect,'the teachers'

top ten included primarily beh rs which could be characterized as fairly

patsive displays of negatiye a tit des: ambivalence, clowning/foolsh beh °avior,

disrespectfulness, tardiness to cl ss, cheating, not paying attention or trying

riot to learn, failing to bring books and paper (Table 1). The top ten list,for
4

the administrators centered around more active types of behaviors: absenteeism

: (truancy); skipping class,; vandalism to school property, destroying own'or(

other's- property, smoking,\smoking mfrijuana'before school (Table 2). Both

lists inCluded,I*iness'to class, abusing privileges, and vandalism to school

property.

Table 3 lists the ten most frequently observed student behavior probTems
0

as rated by teachers. Again, ambivalenCe heads the list for teachers, with

tardiness to class and.not paying attention in class or trying not to learn.

appearing as repeat. items from Table 1. fable 4 gives the eqUiValent results

,Jor administrators. _Heading the frequency list for administrators was-the

rather general misbehavior of infractibn of school rules /policies followed

by tardiness to school and abusing privileges (hall, bathroom, office, etc.)

The apparent implication of these two lists is that both teachers and adminis-

trators perceive the most frequently occuring student misbehaviors to be those

dealing eneral with passive rather than active offences and imply lack of. .

motivat on on the parts of the offending students rather than destructivenets

10-

aggressiveness. 1

P"'

14
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(Table 3

Behaviors Rated Highest by Teachers on Fliquency'o Observati

Rank Behavior

1 Ambivalence (doesn't care _attitude).

2 Not paying attention in class

3. Not following instructions
4

. Failing to bring books,opaper,
,

5-6 L
r Idleness

r Running in the halls

7 Inattentiveness (daydreaming, etc.)

'Failing to do homework
r Squirming, fidpeting

9-10 I. Tardiness to aass

, Mean
Latirai

1.50
or trying not to learn 3:45 i

3.44

etc. 3..41_

.

3.40
3.37
3.33
3.30.
3.30

Table 4

Behaviors Rated Highest by Administrators on Frequency of Observation

Rank Behavior

Mean
Rating

1

2

Infraction of school rUles/policies
Tardiness to school .

3.75=
3.67-

3 Abusing privileges (hall, offtce, etc.) 3.63 ,

4

bathroom, ,j

Squirming, fidgeting
3.62

5 Not following instructions
3.60

6 Tardiness to class
'3.59

Failing to do inlplass assignments
3.54

7-9 Failing to do homework
3.54

Failing to turn in homework when due 3.54

10 Talking without permission 3.4P

.

15'
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.Tables 5 and 6 present those student"miOehaviors perceived by teachers

and adminiAcators, respectively, as' being of theMost serious nature if, or

when, they'should occur. Teachers considere0 homicides (actual-a- attempted)

at the top of-the:list, followed by use of drugs other than mariju na

at school) bringing weapqns to school or school functions, rape or attempted

Tape, then smoking marijuana (while at chool). Administrators perceived

most Serious student, misbehaviors to be use of drugs other than marijuana t,

(while at'school) follbwed in_order by use of drugs other than marijuana (pUik

fore school), providing illeg 1 substances (sellig,10ving away, trading,

etc.), use of alcoh6) (while a school), smoking marijuana (before Schopl)'

and use of marijuana (while at chool). This provides an interesting con
s . ,

,

trast in that teachers tended to perceive violenceips being the.most.seri ous

Ipype of student misbehavior while\administrators perceived drug and drug re-
_

lated a ivities to be most seriou,.

Tabis 7 and 8 list those studnt misbehaviors perce by teachers and

administrators as causing the greatest degree of interference with an orderly

teaching /.learning process if, or when; they should occur. Teachers placed

striking teacher at the top of the list, followed by homicideS (actual or

attempted), defiance (openly and boldly resisting), and injuring others (in"

tentional). Administrators rated threatening teacher highest in degreepf

interference, followed by angry outbursts, responding/disrespectfully to teachers

and threat of physical 'violence..

'Complete data for all 101 items on all four ratings by teachers and

administrators, from which Tables 1 through were extracted; are present0

in Table 9.
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Table 5
. ,

Behaviors Rated'Highestby Teachers on Level of Seriodsness

Rank

.

,

. ,

'.Behaviors,

Mean
Ratting

,

1

2
3

Homicides (actual or attempted)
Use of drugs other than marijuana (while at school)

Bringing weapons to school dr school functions

3.69
3.56
3.55

4_5. r Rape or attempted rape
1. Smoking marijuana (while at school)

3.5)
3.51

6 -Striking teacher 3.50

r Threatening teacher . 3.47

2-g 1- Use of drugs other than marijuana (before schOol) 3.47

-9 Use of alcohol (while at school) . 3.41

10 Theft 3.38

°

Table 6

Beh-aviors Rated HigheSt by Administrators on Level of Seriousness

4)

Rank Behaviors

Mean
Rating

1

2-3

4

5

6

7 -8

9-10

Use of drugs other than marijuana (while at school)

r Use of drugs other than marijuana (before school)
L Providing illegal substances (selling, giving away,

trading, etc.)
Use of alcohol (while at school)
Smoking marijuana (before school)
,Smoking marijuana (while at school)

r Threatening teacher
L Use of alcohol (before school)
r Threatening other students .

L Vandalism to school property (cutting, breaking,

marking, marring? etc.)

3.92
3.86

3186
3.82
3.79
3.77
3.67
3.67
3.57

3.57

L
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Table "7
_

BehSviorS Rated. Highest by Teachers on Degree of Interference

" \

Rank Bei;v*Eii ,, -
.t! 6. A

,

1
:,..

,'Strikinglfeacher
- 2 , .4Omicides (actual or attempted)

, "3, Injuring others (intentional)
, 4. Otfiance (openly and boldly resisting)

Rape or attempted rape

[Threat of,physical-violence
5-7 Threatening teacher m

(.

....8. flitting, fighting with other.students

9-10
1. Angry outbursts
L Responding disrespectfully to teacher,

Mean -,

Rating'

.3.53
3.37

'3.23
3.21
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.10
3.07
3.07

Table 8'. .Al

Behaviors Rated Highest by AdiOnistrators on Degree of Interfe*rence

.ita .

; ..

Rank Behavior '-------_,--1.--'

Mean
t

Rating

1 4',,,:. Threatening teacher 3.42

2 ....'''' Angry outbursts . 3.17.

3-4
Responding disrespectfully to teacher \'"' 3.07

Threat of physical violence . 3.07

5 Confrontations with authority figures (arguments,

bold and open defiance)
6 Disruption of class/school routine

3.00

7 Disorderly, rebellious .(alienation, from authority) 2.92

8 Using foul, obscene, abusing language 2.82

9 Throwing objects (spitballS, paperwads, rocks, rubber
bands, etc..) 2.80

10 Defiance ( enly and boldly resisting) 2.79
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Behavior.

' Table 9

Summary of Ratings of 101 Student Misbehpiors by Teachers and AdministitOrs

% Perceiving

As DiscIpline

Adminjs-

. leachers trathrs

Mean irequency

of Oferiation

Adminis-

rTearchers tratOrs

2.98 3.28

3.22

d'2.96 '3.63

2.38 2.57

3.50 3.20

2.07' 2.75

2:46 2.71

2.71 2.73 A*

Absepteeism (excused but excessive)

2: .AbsAteeism '(truancy). )

.3. 4using privileges (4a11,'bathroom;

office, etc,), . ,

-,AgOssivesbehavior (bullYing,

'..attempts to dominate)

5. Ambivalence '(doesn't care attitude

6. Angry ouibursti

7. Aggogahce/antagonism

8. Blaming others (not assuming

responsibiljty)

9. Bringing.pOlograpfric materials to

school/clasS.

10. Bringing weapons to school or

.school funttions

Cheating in clas'(on tests, projects

classwork, etc.,)

12, Cheating outside eloss .(plagarizing,

coping homework, ett.)

13. Clowning/foolish behavior

14, Conflicts between ethnic/ratial'

Irouq

15. Confrontations with authority figures

(arguments, bbYd and open defiance) 62.9

16. Defiance (openly and boldl resisting) 62.5

17. Cestro own or Other'S property 66.9

18. irtYliandtIk face, boy odor ,,

ersonal hygiene).

lg, sorderly, rebellious (alienation

from authority)'

20. Disrespectful toward school personal

(insults, rudeness;, etc.)

21; Disrespectful toward other students

22. Disruption of class/schOol routines

23. Eating/drinking in cloass (candy, food

gum, etc.) P.
24, Failing to bring books, paper, etc.

,,--'-

5

62.1 :72,0

55,6 92,0,

70,2,, 76.0

57.7 56.0 1

79.4' 60.0

54.8 48.0 ,

53.2 56.0

58.1 44.0,

26,2 32.0

29.0 40.0

69.4 64,0

46.8 44.0

73.0 52,0

28.2 .28.0

64.0

60.0

80.0

32.7 28.0

56.5 48.0

72.2 72.0

64.5 . 56.0

61.7 60.,0

53.6 44.0

67.3 60.0
\

0.65 1.12

0.41 1.00

2.,20 2.50

2.35 2.27

3.19 3.00

0.99

2.09\ 2.50

1,88 2.00

2.14 2.25

2.47 2.29'

2.20. 2,38

2.42 2.44

3.00 . 2.93

247 3.13

2.87

3.41

3.36

3.33

.

. Mean Level Mean Degree

of Seriousness of !nterference

Teachers

AdMinis-

trators Teachers

Adminis-

tratbrs

2.75

2.78

3.06

3,26

1.20.

1,10

1.27

1.20

2.49 2.74 j.41 ,1.71

:2.5/. P.36 2.23r ."

3.17 2,73 1.54 lt86.

2;58 2.83,, 3,07 3,17

2.47, 2.79 2.50 2.43 1,

2.48

1

.2)7 1.57, n. 1,70.

2.07, .2,12 1.75' 1 :00

3,55 3.30 2.74 2.00

2:97 2.88 1148 1,47

2.78.0 2.46 .0.98 1.10

2,19 1.54 2.78 2.25

2.59 2.14 4,58 , 3.29

3.10 3.25 3.01 3.00

3.15 3.13 3.21 2.?9

3.20 1,10 1.94 1:72,

2.49 2.14 1.58 1.57

3.12 2,92 2.90 2.92

3.17, 3.22' 2.45 2.59

3.06 2,79 2.37 1.83

2x88 2.73 3.07 2.93

1.90" 1.64 1.73 1.64

2.80 2.40 , .1.76 1.64

C

20

)

,



havior

*

ti

% Perceiving -Mean,Frequency Mean L6el. Mean Degree

As Discipline, of Observation of Seriousness of Interference

Adminis- Adminis- Adminis- Adminis-

Teachers trators Tethers trators ' Teachers trators Teachers trators

.25... Fain g to do in-class assigtents 59.3

26. Faili to do homework 60.9

.27. Failin .to turn in homework when due 53.6

28. Gambli . (eardspenny-tossinge etc.) 30.2

29. Get& out of seat without per- ,

.,

mi "On/ wing, about
,

43.1'

,: 30. Disruptin% group activities 39.5

34.411it fighting. with other students 52.8

32. kat% yelling 52.4

31;, Tom 'es attempted actual) 22.6

34. Hyperactivity (abnormally active) 40.3

35, Idleness 49.2

'36. Injuring others (intentional) 33.5

37. Injuring self (intentional) 20.6

38. Ignoring teacher . 1 , 57.3

'39. Inattentiveness (daydreaming, .etc.) 64.9

40. Infraction of school rules/policies 57.7

41.. Interfering with work d.,'others 53.6

42. Lying (to teacher, other''S) 58.5

43. Making loud noises/lOhing at

inappropriate times .57.3

144, Making obscene gestures.: 39.9

145. Name calling' .

, 50.0

46. Negative attitudes toward authorities 63.3

17, Negativeattitude toward school

648. Noiie (pencil or foot tapping, etc.) 4698:0 't

49. Not following instructions ,
61.3

50. Not paying attention in class or

trying not to learn /69.4

51. Note passing
.

44.8

52., Obscene notes/writings/graffiti 37.9

53. Passive evasion (hiding, delaying,

-stalling on errands, etc.) 44.8

54. Students picketing" student strikes . 16.6,

55. Profanity $66.1r
.

',56.. Providing illegal substances (selling ,

giving away, trading, etc.) 42.3

57. Protest's, political 12,.9

58. Protests, racial 14,9

59. Racial or ethnic oriented distur-

binces between individuals .22.6

44,0

44.0

36.0

36.0

32.0

64.0

44.0

28,0,

32,0

24.0,

44.0

28.0

56,0

56.0 .

84.0

48.0

56.0

44.0

48.0

56.0

64.0

64.0

32.0

44.0'

56.0

20,0

52.0

40.0

24,0

60.0

56.0

24.0,

24,0

24.0

3.11

3.33

3.28

1.38

2.84

2.09

1.87

2.74

014

2,71

3.40

1.12

0.62

2.92

3.37

3.23_

3.08

2,45

2.86

1.74

2.81

3.03

3.21

3.15

3.44

3.45

.2.66

1,85

2.43 --

0.33

3.16

3.54

3.54

'3.54

1,11

2.78

1.62

2.50

3.18,

4

2.38

2.67

1,64,

0.43%

2.93

3.21

3.75

2.75

2.71

3.00

2.00

3.00

3.12

3.38

2.88

3.64

3.21

2,60

2.15

2,40

0'33

2,110'

1.40 1.93

0.24 0.17

0.21 0.17

0.64 0.33

2

Z.92

1.109

2.25

2.10

2.60

2.95

2.52

3.69

'2.38

2.76

3.38

f 3.37

2.95

2,65

2.99

3.07

3.03

2.55

2.54

2.59

,% 3,08

2.99

2.09

2.94

3.08

1.71

2141

2.29,

2.10

2,82

3,33

2,02

2.55

2.67

2.64

2.73

2.44

2.00

2.50

3.25

1.91

3.00

2.00

.2.33

1.09

3.00

2.93

2.50'

3.19

2.42

2.79

2.27

2.67

2.29

3.19

3.12

2.12

2.82

2.93

1.60

2.46

2.20

2,17

3,00

3.86

2.00

2.3

2.50

1..46

J.17

2.07,

2.34

2.90

3.10

2.94

337

2,29

1,15

3,23

3.02

2,22

1,21

2,11

2.34

1.45

2.96

2.24

2.32

1.86

1,63

2.32

1,83

1.50

1:59

1,62

1,22

2.33

2..32

2,10

2,05

2.54

2;71

k.91.

1.73

1.82

149

2.11

2.38

.2.73

246

2.50

2,00

'1,33

2.18/

2.00

2.14

1.38

2.00

1,92

1.29

2.64'

2.25

2.00

, 2.13

1,88

2.12

2.33

2.15

1.60,

1.77

1.20

2.60

1.93

2,21

2:00

2.50,

2.50

.0?

22



60,

61,

62,

63,

64,

65;

66.

,67,

,68.

69.

10.

71.

72,

73,

74.

/ 75. S

Ni,76, S

S

78...S

79, S

S

81. ,S

82. T

83, T

T

85, T

86, T

87, T

88. T

89, Th

90., Th

91. Th

wa

92. Tu

93, Us

23

(

% Perceivipg
. .

Mean Frequency
Mean Level Mean Degree

Rs uiscipline o uoservation or 3eriousness OT interTerence

.
,

:c.

.

1

1

IV .) Adminis( Achninis; Adm1niS- Adminis-,

Behavis

,

.
Teachers'tratonvi Teachers trators Teachers trators Teacher's trators

,

Rape tr atte pted rape .
21,0 24.0 0.12 0.0 3.51 3.33 3.13 .2.61

Reading nop,school related'materials \
, .

in class , 35.1 8.0 2.33 2.29 .1.75 2,29 1,,07 1.29

Rejecti of normartees, not ends 18.1 6,9 2.45 2'.00 2.46 1,75 1.73.. 1.75

Reject on of values b'y demeanor ) 26.6 16.0, 2.53 2.25 2.72 2.00 2.02 , 1.75 1

Respo ding disrespectfully to teacher 55.2 60.0 2.49 2;73 3.12 3.33 3.07 3.07'

Ritualism (clubs, gangs, cliques, etc) 19.0'' 1 28.0 1.72 0.47 1.94 2.14 1,57 1.57

RurfTing in the halls 57.3 . 56.0 3.40 3.08 2.15- 2.00 1.30 1.58

Shyness, timidity, withdrawing from
.

social interaction . 31.5 32.0 2.88 2.62 2.54 2.12 0.87 0,50

;kipping class 58.5 84.0' 2.62 3.05 2.71 3.33 ,0.69 0.95

Sleeping in class, 45.2 36.0 2.36 2.33 2.28 2.22 1,14 1.44

Slovenly manner/appearance 27.4' 36.0 '3.10 3.00 2.55 2.89 1.27 1.44

Smoking /chewing tobacco in any form 48.4 80.0, 253 /2,80 2.67 2.85 1.72 1.37

Smoking marijuana (before schok1). 49.2, 76.0 1.77 .1.94 3,35 3.79 1.83 1.29

Smoking marijuana (while at,scnol) 49.6 52.0, 1.52,, , 1.54 3.51 3.77, X2,05 1.08

ocial4 delinquent behavior (inde- ,

ent exposure, etc.) 27.0 28.0 0.49, 0.67 3.10. 2.71, 2.86' 2.00

quirming, fidgeting 29.0 32.0 3.30 3.62 2,13 2.00 .74 1.86

telling exams or tests 26.2 40.0 0.46 10.90 3.10 2.89 1.59 2.11

timulating collective behavior
.

.

crowds, gangs, mobs, etc.) .27.4 36.0 '1' 1.07 1.11 2.76 2.44 2.59 2.44

triking teacher 27.0 24.0 0.27 0.33 3.50 2.50 3,.53 2.67

tudent activism (underground

1

,

wspapers, agitation, etc.) 12.1 28.0 . ,0,33 0.43 2.05 1,86 1.26 1.33

ilking 32.7 20.0 '?'2.64 2.80 2.11 1,60 1.33 0.60

ispicious 1 teacher/others. 23.8 16.0 2.18 2.50 2.34) 2.50 1,13 1.25

liking without permission 66.5 60.0 3.62 3.40
i

2.36 2.27 2.65 2.07 ..

1rdineSs to class '' 70. 88,0 3.30 3.59 2.64 3.13 2.24 2.14

1rdiness to school . 53. , 84.0 3.29 13.67 2.58 3.09 1.73 2:10

'Wing 17. 16.0 .236 . b '1.75 1.67 1.25 1.47 1.50

easing 3 1 28.0 2.94 2.86 2,07 1.86 1.94 2.29

left 55.2 fr.0 1.79 2.39 3.38 3.47 2.05 2.00

reatening teacher 33.9 48.0 0.93 1,33 3.47 3.67 3.13 3.42

reatening other students 42.7 56.0 .1.86 2.14 4 3.26 : 3,57 2.94. 2,71

reat of physical violence `c. 34.7 56.0 1.62 1.79 3.26 3.50 3.13 3.07

ro4ing objects (spitballs, paper
.

ds.; rocks, rubber bands, etc.) 56.5 60.0 2.38 2,60 2,63 x2.80 2.73 i '2.80,

ruing in assignments late ' '423 40.0 3.09 1.00 2.63 2.80 0.94 , 1.70

p of alcohol "fore school) 43.5 60.0 1.27 T.60 3.23 3.67 1,80' . 1.64

I 24



94. ,

95.

96.

97,

98.

99,4'
100.

101,

25

% Perceiving , Mean Freqqency Meanglevel Mean Degree

,,

.

Behavior

ns umpline ' or uDservatlon Or 3eriumns or our-Terme

Teachers

Adminis-

trators Teachers

Adminis-

trators jeachers

Adminis-

trators Teachers

Adminis;

trators ,

,

Ise of alsohol (while at school) 38,7, 44.0 0,94 1.54 3.4'1 r 3.82 2.21
,)

2.06

Ise of drugs ot[ler than marijuana

(before school) 34.7 56,0

.

1.05 1,00

,'

3.41 3,86 1.92'1/ 1,46 °I
.

Ise of drugs other than marijuana

(while a school)' 35,9 52,0 0,90 1,00 3.56 3.92 2.25

,

2.00

ising foul, obscene, abusing

langoage ,

to school property (cutting

62.5

1--',

72.0

,.

2,914

,

2.78

)

3q2

,

3.17 2.'69

landalism

.,

2.82 -*

)reakilig, marring, marking, etc.)

landalism to community property

76.6

39.1

84.0

36.0

2.21

d 1.77

2.14,

1.78

3.30

3.36

3.57

1.11

2.14

1.77'

2,00

1.22

'erbal hostility 48.8 52.0 2.66 2.62 3.15 3.00 2.92 2.77

'iolations of dress code 22.6 lii.0 1,81 1.60 1.98 1'.80 1.62 1.80

p

i

.

.

(
. , ,

% I

. (, .

.
,

) .

.
.

,

1

. .
.

,

0

.
...

.

.

ie I

,

0

. .
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Conclusions

Although for 'the purposes of this presentation tests of statistical

inference were not made, several general observations,can be made.

Many writers cgitnue to publish books, monographs, and articles on the

subject of student discpline. Many of these works approach the. subject

from the perspective of the theoritician or philosopher whose view may or

may not be of immediate, or even long range, applicability. Most of the re-

mainder are derived from first hand observations of practitioners., whose views

must logically be affected by their'own biases and experiences. There is

very little current, objective , research-based information available to

help identify which studentdiscipline problem are actually being faced and

in what frequencies by educators in the field. Without this information, it

does not seem probable that teachers, administrators, program developers, or

teacher-trainers can effectively utilize educational planning processes to

improve th(f teacher's ability-to effectively deal with discipline problems.

The similarities between Tables 1 and 3 and between Tables 2 and 4 imply

that the student misbehaviors occurring frequently may well be the same as

those misbehaviors which are more likely to be perceived by both teachers and

administrators to be discipline problems. On the other Warid, there is apparently

little hope for reaching a consensus among teactips---c which misbehaviors

actually constitute discipline problems. If over 32 percent of teachers and

28 'percent of administrators perceive dirty hands and face, body odor (per-

ssonal hygiene) to be a problem of discipline, then it is difficult to conceive

of any undesirable.student behavior which would not be perceived by at least

some educators as discipline problems. Obviously, there is a need for pre-

'service and inservice training of both teachers and administrators in identi-

fying those behaviors which constitute legitimate discipline problems as

X77
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opposed to physiological, psychological,-and other types of problems. It

would seem apparent that these latter problems might be handled differently

if they were identified as something other than discipline problems. For

example, the student who is sleeping in class might well be on drugs, he

..' might be working ni to support himself or his family, or there flight be

temporary diffeuptions at home which - interrupt normal sleep routines. To

automatically label all student behaviors which are irritating to the teacher

as disciplinary in nature is almost certainly a mistake, e-

In general, it does appear that those student misbehaviors which occur

most frequently, as perceived-by both administrators and teachers, tend to

be fairly passive in,nature. It is encouraging to note that none of the

most frequently observed misbehaviors appear on either the list of the most

serious or the lists of the most interfering problems. Thus, the problems

teachers and administrators'must deal with most frequently are clearly not'

of the most grave nature.

In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest, not surprisingly,

that teachers, who deal with the.,individual classroom work .of the student,

hold different perceptions-of t discipline than administrators,-who

must be concerned with the proble s of the school at large. Fifty years

ago, Wickman concluded that teachers reg.arded as most serious those problems

which transgressed their moral sensitivities and authority qr which frus-
a

trated their immediate teaching purp6ses. The current 'Study indicates the

same finds of problems exist today and are still perceived to be disciplinary

in nature by both teachers and administrators; however, a remarkable chafge

has taken place regarding the kinds of problems perceived to be most serious.

The educator of today considers the most serious student misbehaviors to be

those of a violent or drug related nature, even though not faced with such

G8
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problems at a high level of frequency. Indeed, the relative infrequency of

such problems in Indiana schools must be interpreted as a very positive note
0-

,

in the general clamor over stiident'vjolence.
t
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